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Description
TECHNICAL FIELD
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[0001] The present invention relates to a gas liquid separator suitable for miniaturization and a refrigeration cycle
apparatus using this gas liquid separator.
BACKGROUND ART
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[0002] Gas liquid separators for separating a gas-liquid two-phase fluid into a liquid and a gas using centrifugal force
created by a swirling flow are conventionally known. Such gas liquid separators must have a size large enough to create
strong centrifugal force. On the other hand, gas liquid separators using surface tension have recently been proposed.
Since these gas liquid separators using surface tension do not involve the formation of a swirling flow, their size can be
reduced.
[0003] For example, Patent Literature 1 discloses a gas liquid separator 100 as shown in FIG. 15. In this gas liquid
separator 100, an inlet pipe 151 for introducing a gas-liquid two-phase fluid into a sealed container 100 is connected to
the top of a sealed container 110, and a liquid outlet pipe 152 for discharging a liquid separated in the sealed container
110 to the outside of the sealed container 110 is connected to the side portion of the sealed container 110. A gas outlet
pipe 153 for discharging a gas separated in the sealed container 110 to the outside of the sealed container 110 extends
through the bottom of the sealed container 110.
[0004] In the sealed container 110, a partition plate 120 that partitions the inside of the sealed container 110 into an
inflow space 111 and an enlarged space 113 and forms an annular narrow space 112 between the spaces 111 and 113
along the inner peripheral face of the sealed container 110 is disposed. Thus, the gas-liquid two-phase fluid introduced
into the inflow space 111 through the inlet pipe 151 is allowed to flow into the enlarged space 113 through the narrow
space 112, and the cross-sectional area of the flow path increases rapidly from the narrow space 112 to the enlarged
space 113.
[0005] Furthermore, a separation member 130 having a tubular shape along the inner peripheral face of the sealed
container 110 is disposed beneath and in contact with the partition plate 120. This separation member 130 has a plurality
of vertical grooves opening radially inwardly. The presence of these vertical grooves in a region where the cross-sectional
area of the flow path rapidly increases allows the gas and the liquid to be separated using surface tension. More
specifically, the liquid in the gas-liquid two-phase fluid flowing into the vertical grooves is retained in the grooves by
surface tension, and only the gas flows out of the grooves. The liquid separated in the separation member 130 is collected
in the lower part of the sealed container 110 and discharged outside through the liquid outlet pipe 152. On the other
hand, the separated gas is collected in the center of the sealed container 100 and discharged outside through the gas
outlet pipe 153.
US patent 5,692,394 A discloses a gas-liquid separator for a heat pump type air conditioning system using a gas-injection
cycle, capable of switching its mode of operation between heating and cooling modes. The gas-liquid separator includes
a reservoir for receiving refrigerant in a gas-liquid two-phase flow; an exit port which opens at a upper portion of the
reservoir and allows a refrigerant gas to flow out of the reservoir, first and second ports which are provided at a upper
part within the reservoir above the level of the refrigerant liquid and allows the refrigerant to flow into and out of the reservoir.
Further, JP patent S61 114058 discloses a heat pump type refrigerating apparatus being capable of cooling and heating.
The heat pump type refrigerating apparatus comprises a heat source side heat exchanger, a utilization side heat exchanger, an expansion device, a refrigerating pipe connecting the heat exchangers and a gas-liquid separator. The gasliquid separator comprises an inlet pipe which serves as an inlet pipe for cooling and as an outlet pipe for heating, an
outlet pipe which serves as an outlet pipe for cooling and as an inlet pipe for heating. The refrigerant flows though the
plurality of through holes opening into the interior of the gas-liquid separator.
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Technical Problem
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[0007] For example, in a refrigeration cycle apparatus used for air conditioning, the flow direction of a refrigerant
flowing in a heat pump circuit in a heating operation is opposite to the flow direction thereof in a cooling operation.
Therefore, there is a demand for a reversible-flow gas-liquid separator. However, in the gas-liquid separator 100 shown
in FIG. 15, the fluid flows in only one direction. Therefore, it cannot be used in a section where the flow of the fluid is
reversed.
[0008] Under these circumstances, it is an object of the present invention to provide a reversible-flow gas liquid
separator suitable for miniaturization and a refrigeration cycle apparatus using this gas liquid separator.
Solution to Problem
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[0009] The present invention provides a gas liquid separator including: a sealed container including an upper cover
portion that disperses an upward-injected gas-liquid two-phase fluid and directs the dispersed gas-liquid two-phase fluid
downward so that a liquid contained in the gas-liquid two-phase fluid is pressed against an inner face of the upper cover
portion and the gas-liquid two-phase fluid is converted into a two-layer flow including a liquid layer and a gas-rich layer,
a tubular portion that allows the liquid layer to flow down along an inner peripheral face of the tubular portion, and a
lower cover portion that retains the liquid layer to form a liquid reservoir; a guide member that is disposed in the sealed
container to form an inflow space between the guide member and the upper cover portion and to form a flow passage
for the two-layer flow between the guide member and the inner peripheral face of the tubular portion, and that guides
the gas-rich layer down along the inner peripheral face of the tubular potion; a first pipe that extends through the lower
cover portion and through the guide member so that one end of the first pipe opens into the inflow space, and that is
provided with a liquid outlet port in a portion submerged in the liquid reservoir; a second pipe that extends through the
lower cover portion and through the guide member so that one end of the second pipe opens into the inflow space, and
that is provided with a liquid outlet port in a portion submerged in the liquid reservoir; and a gas outlet pipe for discharging,
to the outside of the sealed container, a gas resulting from removal of a liquid from the gas-rich layer by surface tension
of the liquid layer. In this gas liquid separator, the first pipe and the second pipe are configured such that when one of
the first pipe and the second pipe is used to introduce the gas-liquid two-phase fluid into the inflow space from outside
the sealed container, the other one is used to discharge the liquid in the liquid reservoir to the outside of the sealed
container through the liquid outlet port of the other one while forming a liquid surface at a level above the liquid outlet port.
[0010] The present invention also provides a refrigeration cycle apparatus including: a heat pump circuit including a
compressor that compresses a refrigerant, an indoor heat exchanger that exchanges heat between indoor air and the
refrigerant, a first expansion mechanism and a second expansion mechanism that expand the refrigerant, an outdoor
heat exchanger that exchanges heat between outdoor air and the refrigerant, and the gas liquid separator described
above, in which the first pipe is connected to the second expansion mechanism and the second pipe is connected to
the first expansion mechanism; an injection pipe that connects the gas outlet pipe of the gas liquid separator and the
compressor so that the refrigerant is injected into the compressor during compression of the refrigerant; and a switching
means capable of switching a direction of the refrigerant flowing in the heat pump circuit to a first direction along which
the refrigerant discharged from the compressor is directed to the indoor heat exchanger in a heating operation and to
a second direction along which the refrigerant discharged from the compressor is directed to the outdoor heat exchanger
in a cooling operation.
Advantageous Effects of Invention
[0011] In the above configuration, the direction of the gas-liquid two-phase fluid is completely reversed by the upper
cover portion of the sealed container. Therefore, the gas-liquid two-phase fluid can be separated into a gas and a liquid
to some extent by centrifugal force (inertial force) created by the reversal of the direction. In addition, since the two-layer
flow thus formed flows down along the inner peripheral face of the tubular portion, the gas and the liquid can be separated
almost completely by surface tension of the liquid layer. This configuration allows miniaturization of the gas-liquid separator.
[0012] In addition, in the above configuration, when the one of the first pipe and the second pipe serves as an inlet
pipe of the gas-liquid two-phase fluid, the other one serves as an outlet pipe of the liquid. The functions of the first pipe
and the second pipe are switched automatically according to the nature of the fluid only by selecting the pipe to which
the gas-liquid two-phase fluid is to be supplied. Thus, with such a simple configuration suitable for miniaturization, a
reversible-flow gas liquid separator can be obtained.
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FIG. 1 is a longitudinal sectional view of a gas liquid separator according to a first embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 2 is a transverse sectional view taken along the line II-II in FIG. 1.
FIG. 3A is an enlarged view showing a circular liquid outlet port.
FIG. 3B is an enlarged view showing an oval liquid outlet port.
FIG. 4 is a configuration diagram of a refrigeration cycle apparatus using the gas liquid separator shown in FIG. 1.
FIG. 5 is a longitudinal sectional view of a gas liquid separator according to a second embodiment of the present
invention.
FIG. 6 is a transverse sectional view taken along the line VI-VI in FIG. 5.
FIG. 7 is a longitudinal sectional view of a gas liquid separator according to a third embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 8 is a longitudinal sectional view of a gas liquid separator according to a fourth embodiment of the present
invention.
FIG. 9 is a transverse sectional view taken along the line IX-IX in FIG. 8.
FIG. 10 is a longitudinal sectional view of a gas liquid separator according to a fifth embodiment of the present
invention.
FIG. 11 is a transverse sectional view taken along the line XI-XI in FIG. 10.
FIG. 12 is a longitudinal sectional view of a gas liquid separator according to a sixth embodiment of the present
invention.
FIG. 13A is a transverse sectional view taken along the line XIIIA-XIIIA in FIG. 12.
FIG. 13B is a transverse sectional view taken along the line XIIIB-XIIIB in FIG. 12.
FIG. 14 is a longitudinal sectional view of a gas liquid separator according to a seventh embodiment of the present
invention.
FIG. 15 is a longitudinal sectional view of a conventional gas liquid separator.
DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS
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[0014] Hereinafter, embodiments of the present invention will be described with reference to the drawings. The present
invention is not limited to the following embodiments.
(First Embodiment)
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[0015] FIG. 1 and FIG. 2 show a gas liquid separator 1A according to the first embodiment of the present invention.
This gas liquid separator 1A includes a sealed container 2 extending in the vertical direction, and three pipes extending
from the outside of the sealed container 2 to the inside thereof, that is, a first pipe 3A, a second pipe 3B, and a gas outlet
pipe 4. In the present embodiment, the gas outlet pipe 4 is disposed along the central axis of the sealed container 2,
and the first pipe 3A and the second pipe 3B are disposed on 180-degree opposite sides of the gas outlet pipe 4.
[0016] The sealed container 2 includes a hemispherical upper cover portion 21 opening downward, a tubular portion
22 having a tubular shape, and a hemispherical lower cover portion 23 opening upward. The upper cover portion 21
disperses an upward-injected gas-liquid two-phase fluid and directs the dispersed fluid downward so that a liquid contained in the gas-liquid two-phase fluid is pressed against the inner face of the upper cover portion 21 and the gas-liquid
two-phase fluid is converted into a two-layer flow F including a liquid layer F1 and a gas-rich layer F2. The upward
direction in which the gas-liquid two-phase fluid is injected does not necessarily have to be parallel to the vertical direction.
It may be a direction slightly inclined from the vertical direction. The tubular portion 22 allows the liquid layer F1 to flow
down along the inner peripheral face of the tubular portion 22. The lower cover portion 23 retains the liquid layer F1 to
form a liquid reservoir 13.
[0017] The upper cover portion 21 and the lower cover portion 23 do not necessarily have to be hemispherical. For
example, they may have a bucket-like shape having a disc-shaped main wall and a peripheral wall raised from the main
wall. The heights of the upper cover portion 21 and the lower cover portion 23 are not particularly limited, and they may
be arbitrarily determined.
[0018] In the sealed container 2, a guide member 5 is disposed at a position corresponding to the upper part of the
tubular portion 22. The guide member 5 forms an inflow space 11 between the guide member 5 and the upper cover
portion 21, and forms a flow passage 15 for the two-layer flow F between the guide member 5 and the inner peripheral
face of the tubular portion 22. The guide member 5 guides the gas-rich layer F2 down along the inner peripheral face
of the tubular portion 22. A separation space 12 is formed below the guide member 5. In other words, the guide member
5 partitions the inside of the sealed container 2 into the inflow space 11 and the separation space 12 such that these
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spaces 11 and 12 communicate with each other only through an annular narrow space formed therebetween along the
inner peripheral face of the tubular portion 22.
[0019] The guide member 5 has an axisymmetric container-like shape opening downward and having a ceiling portion
51 and a side wall portion 52 hanging from the outer edge of the ceiling portion 51. One end of the gas outlet pipe 4 is
located in a space surrounded by the guide member 5. The ceiling portion 51 has a disc shape and forms a flat top face
of the guide member 5. The side wall portion 52 forms a tapered outer peripheral face of the guide member 5 having a
diameter gradually increasing downward and facing the inner peripheral face of the tubular portion 22. The top face of
the guide member 5 does not necessarily have to be flat. It may be a dome-like curved surface leading to the outer
peripheral face of the guide member 5, or may be a conical surface. The shape of the guide member 5 does not necessarily
have to be an axisymmetric shape or a container-like shape.
[0020] The gas outlet pipe 4 is a pipe for discharging, to the outside of the sealed container 2, the gas resulting from
removal of the liquid from the gas-rich layer F2 by surface tension of the liquid layer F1. Specifically, the gas outlet pipe
4 extends through the lower cover portion 23 of the sealed container 2 so that one end of the gas outlet pipe 4 opens
upward. In the present embodiment, the gas outlet pipe 4 extends in the vertical direction.
[0021] The first pipe 3A and the second pipe 3B extend through the lower cover portion 23 of the sealed container 2
and through the ceiling portion 51 of the guide member 5 so that one end of the first pipe 3A and one end of the second
pipe 3B open into the inflow space 11. The first pipe 3A and the second pipe 3B may be bent at an angle of approximately
90 degrees in the liquid reservoir 13, but preferably, they are substantially straight. As used herein, "a substantially
straight pipe" refers to a pipe being straight or being bent at an angle of 10 degrees or less. In the present embodiment,
the first pipe 3A and the second pipe 3B extend in the vertical direction.
[0022] The first pipe 3A is provided with a liquid outlet port 31 in a portion submerged in the liquid reservoir 13, and
the second pipe 3B is provided with a liquid outlet port 32 in a portion submerged in the liquid reservoir 13. The first pipe
3A and the second pipe 3B are configured such that when one of the first pipe 3A and the second pipe 3B is used to
introduce the gas-liquid two-phase fluid into the inflow space 11 from outside the sealed container 2, the other one is
used to discharge the liquid in the liquid reservoir 13 to the outside of the sealed container 2 through the liquid outlet
port (31 or 32) of the other one while forming a liquid surface at a level above the liquid outlet port (31 or 32).
[0023] Specifically, the liquid outlet ports 31 and 32 are provided near the bottom of the sealed container 13 so that
the ports 31 and 32 are located below the liquid surface in the liquid reservoir 13 even if the level of the liquid surface falls.
[0024] Here, it is assumed that there is no pressure loss anywhere but between the inflow space 11 and the separation
space 12 in the sealed container 2, and the height from the level of the liquid outlet ports 31 and 32 to the level of the
liquid surface in the liquid reservoir 13, the height from the level of the liquid outlet ports 31 and 32 to the level of the
ends of the first pipe 3A and the second pipe 3B, the density of the liquid, and the density of the gas are defined as
H1[m], H2[m], ρ1[kg/m 3], and ρ2[kg/m3], respectively.
[0025] When the gas-liquid two-phase fluid is introduced through the first pipe 3A, the liquid flows into the second pipe
3B through the liquid outlet port 32 and forms, in the second pipe 3B, a liquid surface at a level close to the level of the
liquid surface in the liquid reservoir 13. Conversely, when the gas-liquid two-phase fluid is introduced through the second
pipe 3B, the liquid flows into the first pipe 3A through the liquid outlet port 31 and forms, in the first pipe 3A, a liquid
surface at a level close to the level of the liquid surface in the liquid reservoir 13.
[0026] When the gas-liquid two-phase fluid is introduced through the first pipe 3A, assuming that the gas flows into
the second pipe 3B through the end thereof, a pressure PIN in the second pipe 3B relative to a reference pressure at
the liquid outlet port 32 is represented as follows:

45

where P2 is the pressure in the inflow space 11.
A pressure POUT in the liquid reservoir 13 relative to the reference pressure at the liquid outlet port 32 is represented
as follows:
50

55

where P1 is the pressure in the separation space 12.
Based on the relationship with a pressure loss ΔP between the inflow space 11 and the separation space 12, the pressure
P1 is represented as follows:
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The following equation is obtained by eliminating P1 and P2 from these equations 1 to 3:

Since POUT > PIN must be satisfied in order to prevent the gas from flowing into the second pipe 3B through the end
thereof and to allow the liquid to be discharged through the liquid outlet port 32 so as to form the liquid surface in the
second pipe 3B, the following equation 5 is derived. This equation 5 is also satisfied when the gas-liquid two-phase fluid
is introduced through the second pipe 3B.
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Therefore, the shape of the guide member 5 and the positions of the liquid outlet ports 31 and 32 need to be designed
so that the pressure loss ΔP between the inflow space 11 and the separation space 12, that is, the pressure loss ΔP
that occurs in the flow passage 15 formed between the guide member 5 and the inner peripheral face of the tubular
portion 22 of the sealed container 2 and in the vicinity of the flow passage 15 satisfies Equation 5.
[0027] The shape of the liquid outlet ports 31 and 32 may be circular as shown in FIG. 3A, but it may be oval as shown
in FIG. 3B. The area of the liquid outlet port 31 is set to be equal to or smaller than the cross-sectional area of the flow
path in the first pipe 3A, and the area of the liquid outlet port 32 is set to be equal to or smaller than the cross-sectional
area of the flow path in the second pipe 3B.
[0028] Next, the operation of the gas liquid separator 1A is described. The only difference between the case where
the gas-liquid two-phase fluid is introduced through the first pipe 3A and the case where the gas-liquid two-phase fluid
is introduced through the second pipe 3B is that the functions of the first pipe 3A and the second pipe 3B are reversed.
Therefore, only the case where the gas-liquid two-phase fluid is introduced through the first pipe 3A is described below.
[0029] The gas-liquid two-phase fluid is introduced into the sealed container 2 through the first pipe 3A. The liquid
outlet port 31 provided in the first pipe 3A opens laterally, but since the flow tends to go straight by inertia, most of the
gas-liquid two-phase fluid flows into the inflow space 11 from the end of the first pipe 3A. Even if some of the liquid in
the liquid reservoir 13 flows into the first pipe 3A through the liquid outlet port 31 or some of the gas-liquid two-phase
fluid flows out of the first pipe 3A through the liquid outlet port 31, there is no particular problem.
[0030] Since the inflow space 11 is covered over by the upper cover portion 21, the gas-liquid two-phase fluid flowing
into the inflow space 11 is dispersed around. The dispersed gas-liquid two-phase fluid may or may not hit the upper
cover portion 21. Then, the gas-liquid two-phase fluid changes to the two-layer flow F while gradually changing its
direction downward. Specifically, since the direction of the gas-liquid two-phase fluid is completely reversed by the upper
cover portion 21 of the sealed container 2, the gas-liquid two-phase fluid can be separated into a gas and a liquid to
some extent by centrifugal force (inertial force) created by the reversal of the direction.
[0031] The two-layer flow F created by the upper cover portion 21 passes through the flow passage 15 and flows down
along the inner peripheral face of the tubular portion 22. Since the downflow speed of the gas-rich layer F2 is higher
than that of the liquid layer F1, the gas-rich layer F2 slides down the surface of the liquid layer F1. Therefore, most of
the liquid is removed from the gas-rich layer F2 by the surface tension of the liquid layer F1, and thus the two-layer flow
F is separated into a gas and a liquid.
[0032] The gas thus separated flows upward in the separation space 12 and then changes its direction downward in
the space surrounded by the guide member 5. At this time, traces of liquid mist contained in the gas are removed by
centrifugal force and gravity. Then, the gas is discharged to the outside of the sealed container 2 through the gas outlet
pipe 4.
[0033] On the other hand, the separated liquid flows down along the inner peripheral face of the tubular portion 22 to
form the liquid reservoir 13, and then flows into the second pipe 3B through the liquid outlet port 32 provided in the
second pipe 3B to open laterally and is discharged to the outside of the sealed container 2. At this time, the liquid flows
into the second pipe 3B through the liquid outlet port 32 and forms, in the second pipe 3B, a liquid surface at a level
close to the level of the liquid surface in the liquid reservoir 13, as described above. Thus, the liquid blocks the second
pipe 3B, and this blocking action prevents the gas-liquid two-phase fluid in the inflow space 11 from being discharged
to the outside of the sealed container 2 through the second pipe 3B.
[0034] As described above, in the present embodiment, the reversal of the direction of the gas-liquid two-phase fluid
by the upper cover portion 21 and the surface tension of the liquid layer F1 make it possible to separate the gas-liquid
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two-phase fluid into a gas and a liquid almost completely, resulting in miniaturization of the gas-liquid separator 1A.
[0035] In addition, when the one of the first pipe 3A and the second pipe 3B serves as an inlet pipe of the gas-liquid
two-phase fluid, the other one serves as an outlet pipe of the liquid. The functions of the first pipe 3A and the second
pipe 3B are switched automatically according to the nature of the fluid only by selecting the pipe to which the gas-liquid
two-phase fluid is to be supplied. Thus, with such a simple configuration suitable for miniaturization, a reversible-flow
gas liquid separator can be obtained. Furthermore, since there is no need to switch the flow path by an actuator or the
like in the sealed container 2, the cost can be reduced compared to conventional gas liquid separators using a check
valve or the like.
[0036] In addition, since the outer peripheral face of the guide member 5 has a tapered shape having a diameter
gradually increasing downward, it is possible to increase the flow rate of the gas-rich layer F2 gradually while allowing
the two-layer flow F to flow smoothly into the flow passage 15.
[0037] Furthermore, since the end of the gas outlet pipe 4 is located in the space surrounded by the guide member
5, the downward flow direction of the gas along the inner peripheral face of the tubular portion 22 is changed to the
upward direction in the separation space 12. This change in the flow direction to a direction against gravity allows traces
of liquid contained in the gas to be removed by gravity and centrifugal force. Furthermore, in the present embodiment,
since the end of the gas outlet pipe 4 opens upward, the upward flow of the gas is changed to the downward flow in the
space surrounded by the guide member 5. As a result, traces of liquid contained in the gas can be removed more
precisely by centrifugal force created by the change in the flow direction.
[0038] Moreover, since the first pipe 3A and the second pipe 3B are substantially straight, the liquid outlet ports 31
and 32 can be provided near the deepest part of the liquid reservoir 13. Therefore, even if the liquid surface level changes,
the height H1 from the level of the liquid outlet ports 31 and 32 to the level of the liquid surface in the liquid reservoir 13
can be kept high enough. Thereby, the stability of the separation performance of the gas liquid separator 1A can be
improved.
[0039] Next, a refrigeration cycle apparatus 9 using the gas liquid separator 1A is described with reference to FIG. 4.
[0040] This refrigeration cycle apparatus 9 is used for air conditioning for heating and cooling a room, and includes a
heat pump circuit 90 in which a refrigerant is circulated and an injection pipe 97 through which the refrigerant is bypassed.
[0041] The heat pump circuit 90 includes a compressor 91 that compresses the refrigerant, an indoor heat exchanger
93 that exchanges heat between the indoor air and the refrigerant, a first expansion mechanism 94 and a second
expansion mechanism 95 that expand the refrigerant, and an outdoor heat exchanger 96 that exchanges heat between
the outdoor air and the refrigerant. The gas liquid separator 1A is incorporated in the heat pump circuit 90 such that the
first pipe 3A is connected to the second expansion mechanism 95 and the second pipe 3B is connected to the first
expansion mechanism 94.
[0042] The compressor 91 has a configuration in which a low-stage working chamber and a high-stage working
chamber are connected by an internal flow path. The injection pipe 97 connects the gas outlet pipe 4 of the gas-liquid
separator 1A and the internal flow path of the compressor 91 so that the refrigerant is injected into the compressor 91
during the compression of the refrigerant.
[0043] The heat pump circuit 90 is further provided with a four-way valve 92 as a switching means. The four-way valve
92 switches the direction of the refrigerant flowing in the heat pump circuit 90 to a first direction along which the refrigerant
discharged from the compressor 91 is directed to the indoor heat exchanger 93 in the heating operation and to a second
direction along which the refrigerant discharged from the compressor 91 is directed to the outdoor heat exchanger 96
in the cooling operation. In the heating operation, the refrigerant absorbs heat in the outdoor heat exchanger 96 and
releases heat in the indoor heat exchanger 93, while in the cooling operation, the refrigerant absorbs heat in the indoor
heat exchanger 93 and releases heat in the outdoor heat exchanger 96. The switching means of the present invention
is not limited to the four-way valve 92, and it may be a bridge circuit, for example.
[0044] In the case where the conventional gas liquid separator 100 as shown in FIG. 15 is used in the refrigeration
cycle apparatus 9 in which the flow direction of the refrigerant in the heating operation is reversed from the flow direction
in the cooling operation, another four-way valve needs to be added to maintain the direction of the refrigerant flowing
into the gas liquid separator 100. In contrast, the use of the reversible-flow gas liquid separator 1A in the refrigeration
cycle apparatus 9 eliminates the need to provide such an additional four-way valve, and thus achieves an injection cycle
in which a gas refrigerant in the expansion process is injected from the gas liquid separator 1A to a point in the middle
of the compression process. Thereby, the efficiency of the refrigeration cycle apparatus 9 can be increased by a decrease
in the pressure loss of the refrigerant pipe in the indoor heat exchanger 93 in the cooling operation or the outdoor heat
exchanger 96 in the heating operation that exchanges heat with a low-temperature side heat source using the latent
heat of evaporation of the refrigerant, a decrease in the compression power of the compressor 91, and the like. In
addition, the discharge temperature at a low outdoor temperature which causes an increase in the compression ratio
can be lowered by the cooling effect of the refrigerant injected in the middle of the compression process. Thereby, the
upper limit of the rotational speed of the compressor 91 can be relaxed, and thus the heating capacity can be improved.
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[0045] FIG. 5 and FIG. 6 show a gas liquid separator 1B according to the second embodiment of the present invention.
In the present embodiment, the same components as those described in the first embodiment are denoted by the same
reference numerals, and the description thereof is omitted. This also applies to the third to seventh embodiments described
below.
[0046] In the present embodiment, a tubular separation member 6 is disposed along the inner peripheral face of the
tubular portion 22 and below the flow passage 15 formed between the inner peripheral face of the tubular portion 22
and the outer peripheral face of the guide member 5. Except for this, the gas liquid separator 1B has the same configuration
as that of the gas liquid separator 1A of the first embodiment.
[0047] The separation member 6 may be disposed spaced apart below the guide member 5, or may be disposed in
contact with the guide member 5. Instead, the upper part of the separation member 6 may protrude slightly into the flow
passage 15. The liquid surface in the liquid reservoir 13 is normally maintained at a level below the separation member
6 in a stable state.
[0048] The separation member 6 makes the surface area of the liquid layer F1 on the separation member 6 larger
than that of the liquid layer F1 on the inner peripheral face of the tubular portion 22. As this separation member 6, a
corrugated member having a plurality of vertical grooves or a mesh member can be used. In the present embodiment,
an accordion-folded corrugated member having vertical grooves opening radially inwardly and vertical grooves opening
radially outwardly that are arranged alternately in the circumferential direction is used. The corrugated member may
have only the vertical grooves opening radially inwardly.
[0049] The separation member 6 is supported from below by a supporting plate 65. In the present embodiment, the
supporting plate 65 is fixed to the gas outlet pipe 4 by brazing or the like, and the first pipe 3A and the second pipe 3B
extend through through-holes provided in the supporting plate 65. The supporting plate 65 may be fixed to the first pipe
3A and the second pipe 3B.
[0050] In the present embodiment in which the separation member 6 is provided, the surface area of the liquid layer
F2 can be increased in the radial direction compared to that in the first embodiment. Therefore, it is possible to reduce
the height of the separation space 12 so as to further reduce the size of the gas liquid separator 1B or to improve the
separation efficiency.
[0051] In addition, since a corrugated member having a plurality of vertical grooves is used as the separation member
6, it is possible to retain the liquid in the grooves by surface tension and introduce the liquid in the grooves smoothly
into the liquid reservoir 13 by gravity.
(Third Embodiment)
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[0052] FIG. 7 shows a gas liquid separator 1C according to the third embodiment of the present invention. In the
present embodiment, a partition member 7 is disposed in the inflow space 11 so as to divide the inflow space 11 into
an upper space and a lower space. Except for this, the gas liquid separator 1C has the same configuration as that of
the gas liquid separator 1B of the second embodiment.
[0053] Like the upper cover portion 21 of the sealed container 2, the partition member 7 disperses the upward-injected
gas-liquid two-phase fluid and directs the dispersed gas-liquid two-phase fluid downward so that a liquid contained in
the gas-liquid two-phase fluid is pressed against the inner face of the partition member 7 and the gas-liquid two-phase
fluid is converted into a two-layer flow F including a liquid layer F1 and a gas-rich layer F2.
[0054] In the present embodiment, the partition member 7 has a container-like shape opening downward, which is
similar to the shape of the guide member 5, and the second pipe 3B extends through the partition member 7. However,
the shape of the partition member 7 is not limited to this shape, and it may be a hemispherical shape opening downward,
for example. Instead of the second pipe 3B, the first pipe 3A may extend through the partition member 7.
[0055] The basic operation of the gas liquid separator 1C of the present embodiment is the same as that of the gas
liquid separator 1B of the second embodiment. However, when the gas-liquid two-phase fluid is introduced through the
first pipe 3A, the gas-liquid two-phase fluid is directed from the space below the partition member 7 to the flow passage
15, and when the gas-liquid two-phase fluid is introduced through the second pipe 3B, the gas-liquid two-phase fluid is
directed from the space above the partition member 7 to the flow passage 15.
[0056] As described in the first embodiment, when the gas-liquid two-phase fluid is introduced through the first pipe
3A, a pressure difference between the gas and the liquid at the position of the liquid outlet port 32 of the second pipe
3B is effective in preventing the gas-liquid two-phase fluid that has flowed into the inflow space 11 through the end of
the first pipe 3A from being discharged through the end of the second pipe 3B. There is another effect. The presence
of the partition member 7 spatially separates the end of the first pipe 3A and the end of the second pipe 3B and prevents
these ends from being linearly connected to each other. With such a simple structure, the effect of preventing the gasliquid two-phase fluid from flowing from the first pipe 3A directly to the second pipe 3B in the inflow space 11 can be
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further enhanced, and the separation performance of the gas liquid separator 1C can be further improved. Needless to
say, the same effect can be obtained when the gas-liquid two-phase fluid is introduced through the second pipe 3B.
[0057] The separation member 6 is illustrated in FIG. 7, but the separation member 6 can be omitted as in the first
embodiment.
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[0058] FIG. 8 and FIG. 9 show a gas liquid separator 1D according to the fourth embodiment of the present invention.
In the present embodiment, the first pipe 3A and the second pipe 3B are disposed adjacent to each other, and the gas
outlet pipe 4 extends through the tubular portion 22 and the side wall portion 52 of the guide member 5 so that the end
of the gas outlet pipe 4 opens laterally toward both the first pipe 3A and the second pipe 3B.
[0059] In this configuration, since the first pipe 3A and the second pipe 3B can be disposed adjacent to each other,
the diameter of the sealed container 2 can be reduced. Thus, the gas liquid separator 1D can be compactly configured.
As a result, for example, the flexibility in the placement of the gas liquid separator in a limited space of a housing of an
outdoor unit for air conditioning is enhanced, and the effect of reducing the cost by reducing the size of the components
also can be expected.
[0060] In addition, since the end of the gas outlet pipe 4 opens laterally toward the first pipe 3A and the second pipe
3B, the gas flowing upward in the separation space 12 turns laterally along the first pipe 3A and the second pipe 3B in
a space opposite to the gas outlet pipe 4, and then flows into the end of the gas outlet pipe 4. Thereby, even if the gas
and the liquid are not completely separated in the sealed container 2 and traces of liquid mist remain in the gas, it is
possible to hit or press the liquid mist against the side face of the first pipe 3A and the second pipe 3B by centrifugal
force to separate the liquid from the gas. Therefore, even the compactly configured gas liquid separator 1D can achieve
a high separation effect.
[0061] In FIG. 8 and FIG. 9, the end of the gas outlet pipe 4 opens toward both the first pipe 3A and the second pipe
3B disposed adjacent to each other so as to maximize the effect, but needless to say, the same effect can be obtained
if the end of the gas outlet pipe 4 opens toward at least one of the first pipe 3A and the second pipe 3B.
[0062] Also needless to say, the separation effect increases as the end of the gas outlet pipe 4 approaches the first
pipe 3A or the second pipe 3B. However, a too small distance between them causes an increase in pressure loss that
occurs when the gas flows into the gas outlet pipe 4. This is not preferable. In view of the balance between the separation
effect and the pressure loss, it is preferable to set the distance from the end of the gas outlet pipe 4 to the first pipe 3A
or the second pipe 3B in the direction in which the end of the gas outlet pipe 4 opens to at least 0.5 times but not more
than 1.5 times the outer diameter of the gas outlet pipe 4 so that the pressure loss near the end of the gas outlet pipe
4 becomes equal to the pressure loss of the flow in the gas outlet pipe 4.
[0063] The separation member 6 is illustrated in FIG. 8, but the separation member 6 can be omitted as in the first
embodiment.
(Fifth Embodiment)
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[0064] FIG. 10 and FIG. 11 show a gas liquid separator 1E according to the fifth embodiment of the present invention.
In the present embodiment, the first pipe 3A and the second pipe 3B are disposed adjacent to each other, and the gas
outlet pipe 4 extends through the upper cover portion 21 and the ceiling portion 51 of the guide member 5 so that the
end of the gas outlet pipe 4 opens downward.
[0065] In this configuration, since the first pipe 3A and the second pipe 3B can be disposed adjacent to each other,
the diameter of the sealed container 2 can be reduced, as in the fourth embodiment. In addition, the end of the gas outlet
pipe 4 is located at the uppermost position in the space surrounded by the guide member 5. Therefore, even if the gas
and the liquid are not completely separated in the sealed container 2 and traces of liquid mist remain in the gas, it is
possible to obtain a pronounced effect of separating the liquid mist from the gas by gravity in the separation space 12.
[0066] The separation member 6 is illustrated in FIG. 10, but the separation member 6 can be omitted as in the first
embodiment.
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(Sixth Embodiment)
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[0067] FIG. 12, FIG. 13A and FIG. 13B show a gas liquid separator 1F according to the sixth embodiment of the
present invention. In the present embodiment, an inflow barrier 81 that partitions the inflow space 11 into a first pipe 3A
side space and a second pipe 3B side space and an outflow barrier 82 that partitions the liquid reservoir 13 into a first
pipe 3A side reservoir and a second pipe 3B side reservoir are provided in the sealed container 2. In addition, in the
present embodiment, a mesh member made of metal or resin is used as the separation member 6, and the upper part
of the separation member 6 protrudes slightly into the flow passasge 15 and the separation member 6 and the guide
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member 5 are in close contact with each other. Except for these, the gas liquid separator 1F has the same configuration
as that of the second embodiment.
[0068] The inflow barrier 81 is fixed to the upper face of the guide member 5, but it may be fixed to the inner face of
the upper cover portion 21. The inflow barrier 81 only has to be located on a straight line connecting the end of the first
pipe 3A and the end of the second pipe 3B to prevent the gas-liquid two-phase fluid released from the end of the first
pipe 3A (or the end of the second pipe 3B) into the inflow space 11 from flowing directly into the end of the second pipe
3B (or the end of the first pipe 3A). That is, in the inflow space 11, the first pipe 3A side space and the second pipe 3B
side space may communicate with each other above or below the end of the first pipe 3A and the end of the second
pipe 3B or in front of or behind the longitudinal section in FIG. 12.
[0069] The outflow barrier 82 is fixed to the sealed container 2 or the gas outlet pipe 4. The outflow barrier 82 only
has to be located on a straight line connecting the liquid outlet ports 31 and 32 to prevent the gas in the gas-liquid twophase fluid leaked from the liquid outlet port 31 of the first pipe 3A (or the liquid outlet port 32 of the second pipe 3B)
from flowing directly into the liquid outlet port 32 of the second pipe 3B (or the liquid outlet port 31 of the first pipe 3A).
That is, in the liquid reservoir 13, the first pipe 3A side reservoir and the second pipe 3B side reservoir may communicate
with each other above or below the liquid outlet ports 31 and 32 or in front of or behind the longitudinal section in FIG. 12.
[0070] The use of a mesh member as the separation member 6 as in the present embodiment allows a compact
configuration with a high separation efficiency to be achieved at low cost. The mesh member may be previously formed
in a tubular shape. Instead, two or three mesh strips may be rolled into a tubular shape and fitted into the sealed container 2.
[0071] Furthermore, in the present embodiment, the inflow barrier 81 is provided in the inflow space 11. Therefore, in
the case where the gas-liquid two-phase fluid is introduced through the first pipe 3A, it is possible to reliably prevent the
gas-liquid two-phase fluid released from the end of the first pipe 3A into the inflow space 11 from flowing directly into
the end of the second pipe 3B in the inflow space 11 and being discharged outside without passing through the separation
space. Thereby, the separation efficiency of the gas liquid separator 1F can be further improved. The same applies
when the gas-liquid two-phase fluid is introduced through the second pipe 3B.
[0072] In addition, the outflow barrier 82 is provided in the liquid reservoir 13. Therefore, in the case where the gasliquid two-phase fluid is introduced through the first pipe 3A, it is possible to prevent a portion of the gas-liquid two-phase
fluid flowing from the first pipe 3A from leaking through the first liquid outlet port 31 and thus to prevent a gas contained
in the leaked fluid from being mixed with the liquid and being discharged outside together with the liquid through the
second pipe 3B of the liquid outlet port 32. Thereby, the separation efficiency of the gas liquid separator 1F can be
further improved. The same applies when the gas-liquid two-phase fluid is introduced through the second pipe 3B.
[0073] The separation member 6 is illustrated in FIG. 12, but the separation member 6 can be omitted as in the first
embodiment.
(Seventh Embodiment)
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[0074] FIG. 14 shows a gas liquid separator 1G according to the seventh embodiment of the present invention. In the
present embodiment 6, each of the first pipe 3A and the second pipe 3B is provided with a movable valve 35 therein.
[0075] The movable valves 35 is axially slidably fitted into the first pipe 3A or the second pipe 3B, and has a tubular
shape to prevent closing of the first pipe 3A or the second pipe 3B. The movable range of the open/close valve 35 is
limited to the vicinity of the liquid outlet port 31 or 32 by projections or the like provided inside the first pipe 3A or the
second pipe 3B. The lower limit of the movable range is a first position where the movable valve 35 is located below the
liquid outlet port 31 or 32 so as to open the liquid outlet port 31 or 32, and the upper limit of the movable range is a
second position where the movable valve 35 closes the liquid outlet port 31 or 32.
[0076] FIG. 14 shows a state in which the movable valve 35 in the first pipe 3A is located at the second position, and
the movable valve 35 in the second pipe 3B is located at the first position.
[0077] The operation of the gas liquid separator 1G of the present embodiment is the same as that of the gas liquid
separator 1B of the second embodiment, except for the movement of the movable valve 35.
[0078] The movable valve 35 is normally located at the first position by gravity. In the case where the gas-liquid twophase fluid is introduced through the first pipe 3A (hereinafter referred to as a "first operation mode"), a pressure loss
occurs in the first pipe 3A when the gas-liquid two-phase fluid passes through the open/close valve 35. As a result, the
pressure above the open/close valve 35 on the downstream side of the flow becomes lower than the pressure below
the open/close valve 35 on the upstream side of the flow. Due to this pressure difference, the open/close valve 35 is
lifted against gravity and held at the second position to close the liquid outlet port 31. Therefore, all of the gas-liquid twophase fluid introduced into the first pipe 3A flows into the inflow space 11 through the end of the first pipe 3A without
leaking from the liquid outlet port 31.
[0079] On the other hand, in the second pipe 3B from which the liquid is discharged in the first operation mode, the
open/close valve 35 is maintained at the first position by gravity and thus the liquid outlet port 32 is kept open. Therefore,
the open/close valve 35 never blocks the discharge of the liquid through the liquid outlet port 32. Furthermore, since the
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open/close valve 35 is pressed downward due to pressure loss that occurs when the liquid to be discharged passes
through the movable valve 35, vibration or the like of the open/close valve 35 can be prevented.
[0080] The same applies when the gas-liquid two-phase fluid is introduced through the second pipe 3B (hereinafter
referred to as a "second operation mode").
[0081] In the first operation mode, by the movements of the open/close valves 35 described above, the liquid outlet
port 31 of the first pipe 3A is closed by the open/close valve 35 and the liquid outlet port 32 of the second pipe 3B is
kept open. In the second operation mode in which the flows in the first pipe 3A and the second pipe 3B are reversed,
the liquid outlet port 32 of the second pipe 3B is closed by the open/close valve 35 and the liquid outlet port 31 of the
first pipe 3A is kept open.
[0082] Therefore, in both the first operation mode and the second operation mode, it is possible to prevent leakage
of a portion of the gas-liquid two-phase fluid through the liquid outlet ports 31 and 32, and all of the gas-liquid two-phase
fluid can be directed to the inflow space 11. Thus, the gas-liquid separation effect can be made more pronounced.
Moreover, in the present embodiment, the movable valve 35 is actuated by the flow of the fluid and there is no need to
use a special member such as a spring. Therefore, the above-mentioned effect can be obtained with a low-cost configuration.
[0083] The separation member 6 is illustrated in FIG. 14, but the separation member 6 can be omitted as in the first
embodiment.

Claims
1.

A gas liquid separator (1A, 1B, 1C, 1D, 1E, 1F, 1G) comprising:

40

a sealed container (2) comprising: an upper cover portion (21); a tubular portion (22) that allows the liquid layer
(F1) to flow down along an inner peripheral face of the tubular portion (22); and a lower cover portion (23) that
retains the liquid layer (F1) to form a liquid reservoir (13);
a guide member (5) that is disposed in the sealed container to form an inflow space (11) between the guide
member (5) and the upper cover portion (21);
a first pipe (3A) that extends through the guide member (5) so that one end of the first pipe opens into the inflow
space (11), and that is provided with a liquid outlet port (31) in a portion submerged in the liquid reservoir (13);
a second pipe (3B) that extends through the guide member (5) so that one end of the second pipe opens into
the inflow space (11), and that is provided with a liquid outlet port (32) in a portion submerged in the liquid
reservoir (13); and
a gas outlet pipe (4) for discharging, to the outside of the sealed container (2), a gas, wherein the first pipe (3A)
and the second pipe (3B) are configured such that when one of the first pipe (3A) and the second pipe (3B) is
used to introduce the gas-liquid two-phase fluid into the inflow space (11) from outside the sealed container (2),
the other one is used to discharge the liquid in the liquid reservoir (13) to the outside of the sealed container
(2) through the liquid outlet port (31 or 32) of the other one while forming a liquid surface at a level above the
liquid outlet port (31 or 32) and such that both the liquid outlet port (31) of the first pipe (3A) and the liquid outlet
port (32) of the second pipe (3B) are located at a level below the liquid surface in the liquid reservoir (13),
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characterized in that the upper cover portion (21) disperses an upward-injected gas-liquid two-phase fluid and
directs the dispersed gas-liquid two-phase fluid downward so that a liquid contained in the gas-liquid two-phase
fluid is pressed against an inner face of the upper cover portion (21) and the gas-liquid two-phase fluid is converted
into a two-layer flow (F) including a liquid layer (F1) and a gas-rich layer (F2);
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that the guide member (5) forms a flow passage (15) for the two-layer flow (F) between the guide member (5)
and the inner peripheral face of the tubular portion (22); and guides the gas-rich layer (F2) down along the inner
peripheral face of the tubular potion (22),
that the gas being discharged by the gas outlet pipe (4), results from removal of a liquid from the gas-rich layer
(F2) by surface tension of the liquid layer (F1), and
that the first pipe (3A) and the second pipe (3B) extend through the lower cover portion (23).
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2.

The gas liquid separator (1A, 1B, 1C, 1D, 1E, 1F, 1G) according to claim 1, wherein the guide member (5) has a
tapered outer peripheral face (52) having a diameter gradually increasing downward and facing the inner peripheral
face of the tubular portion (22).

3.

The gas liquid separator (1A, 1B, 1C, 1D, 1E, 1F, 1G) according to claim 1 or 2, wherein the guide member (5) has
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a container-like shape opening downward, and one end of the gas outlet pipe (4) is located in a space surrounded
by the guide member (5).
4.

The gas liquid separator (1D) according to claim 3, wherein the gas outlet pipe (4) extends through the tubular
portion (22) and the guide member (5) so that the end of the gas outlet pipe (4) opens laterally toward at least one
of the first pipe (3A) and the second pipe (3B).

5.

The gas liquid separator (1D) according to claim 4, wherein a distance from the end of the gas outlet pipe (4) to the
first pipe (3A) or the second pipe (3B) in a direction in which the end of the gas outlet pipe (4) opens is at least 0.5
times but not more than 1.5 times an outer diameter of the gas outlet pipe (4).

6.

The gas liquid separator (1E) according to claim 3, wherein the gas outlet pipe (4) extends through the upper cover
portion (21) and the guide member (5) so that the end of the gas outlet pipe (4) opens downward.

7.

The gas liquid separator (1C) according to any one of claims 1 to 6, further comprising a partition member (7) that
is disposed to divide the inflow space (11) into an upper space and a lower space, and that disperses the upwardinjected gas-liquid two-phase fluid and directs the dispersed gas-liquid two-phase fluid downward so that a liquid
contained in the gas-liquid two-phase fluid is pressed against an inner face of the partition member (7) and the gasliquid two-phase fluid is converted into a two-layer flow (F) including a liquid layer (F1) and a gas-rich layer (F2),
wherein
one of the first pipe (3A) and the second pipe (3B) extends through the partition member (7).

8.

The gas liquid separator (1F) according to any one of claims 1 to 6, further comprising an inflow barrier (81) that
partitions the inflow space into a first pipe (3A) side space and a second pipe (3B) side space.

9.

The gas liquid separator (1F) according to any one of claims 1 to 8, further comprising an outflow barrier (82) that
partitions the liquid reservoir (13) into a first pipe (3A) side reservoir and a second pipe (3B) side reservoir.
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10. The gas liquid separator (1A, 1B, 1C, 1D, 1E, 1F, 1G) according to any one of claims 1 to 9, wherein the first pipe
(3A) and the second pipe (3B) are substantially straight.
11. The gas liquid separator (1G) according to any one of claims 1 to 10, wherein
each of the first pipe (3A) and the second pipe (3B) is provided with a movable valve (35) having a tubular shape
and axially slidably fitted into the first pipe (3A) or the second pipe (3B), and
the movable valve (35) is normally located at a first position by gravity to open the liquid outlet port (31 or 32), and
when the gas-liquid two-phase fluid passes through the movable valve (35), the movable valve (35) is lifted by the
gas-liquid two-phase fluid to a second position to close the liquid outlet port (31 or 32).
12. The gas liquid separator (1B, 1C, 1D, 1E, 1F, 1G) according to any one of claims 1 to 11, further comprising a
separation member (6) having a tubular shape and disposed below the flow passage (15) and along the inner
peripheral face of the tubular portion (22), and that makes a surface area of the liquid layer (F1) on the separation
member (6) larger than a surface area of the liquid layer (F1) on the inner peripheral face.
13. The gas liquid separator (1B, 1C, 1D, 1E, 1G) according to claim 12, wherein the separation member (6) is a
corrugated member having a plurality of vertical grooves.
14. The gas liquid separator (1B, 1C, 1D, 1E, 1F, 1G) according to claim 12, wherein the separation member (6) is a
mesh member.
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15. A refrigeration cycle apparatus (9) comprising:
a heat pump circuit (90) comprising: a compressor (91) that compresses a refrigerant; an indoor heat exchanger
(93) that exchanges heat between indoor air and the refrigerant; a first expansion mechanism (94) and a second
expansion mechanism (95) that expand the refrigerant; an outdoor heat exchanger (96) that exchanges heat
between outdoor air and the refrigerant; and the gas liquid separator (1A, 1B, 1C, 1D, 1E, 1F, 1G) according
to anyone of claims 1 to 14 in which the first pipe (3A) is connected to the second expansion mechanism (95)
and the second pipe (3B) is connected to the first expansion mechanism (94);
an injection pipe (97) that connects the gas outlet pipe (4) of the gas liquid separator (1A, 1B, 1C, 1D, 1E, 1F,
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1G) and the compressor (91) so that the refrigerant is injected into the compressor (91) during compression of
the refrigerant; and
a switching means (92) capable of switching a direction of the refrigerant flowing in the heat pump circuit (90)
to a first direction along which the refrigerant discharged from the compressor (91) is directed to the indoor heat
exchanger (93) in a heating operation and to a second direction along which the refrigerant discharged from
the compressor (91) is directed to the outdoor heat exchanger (96) in a cooling operation.
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Patentansprüche
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1.

Gas-Flüssigkeitsabscheider (1A, 1B, 1C, 1D, 1E, 1F, 1G), umfassend:
einen abgedichteten Behälter (2), umfassend: einen oberen Abdeckungsabschnitt (21); einen röhrenförmigen
Abschnitt (22), der es der Flüssigkeitsschicht (F1) ermöglicht, entlang einer inneren Umfangsfläche des röhrenförmigen Abschnitts (22) nach unten zu fließen; und einen unteren Abdeckungsabschnitt (23), der die Flüssigkeitsschicht (F1) zurückhält, um ein Flüssigkeitsreservoir (13) zu bilden;
ein Leitelement (5), das in dem abgedichteten Behälter angeordnet ist, um einen Einströmraum (11) zwischen
dem Leitelement (5) und dem oberen Abdeckungsabschnitt (21) zu bilden;
ein erstes Rohr (3A), das sich derart durch das Leitelement (5) erstreckt, dass ein Ende des ersten Rohrs in
den Einströmraum (11) mündet, und das mit einer Flüssigkeitsaustrittsöffnung (31) in einem in das Flüssigkeitsreservoir (13) eingetauchten Abschnitt versehen ist;
ein zweites Rohr (3B), das sich derart durch das Leitelement (5) erstreckt, dass ein Ende des zweiten Rohrs
in den Einströmraum (11) mündet, und das mit einer Flüssigkeitsaustrittsöffnung (32) in einem in das Flüssigkeitsreservoir (13) eingetauchten Abschnitt versehen ist; und
ein Gasaustrittsrohr (4) zum Abgeben eines Gases nach außerhalb des abgedichteten Behälters (2), wobei
das erste Rohr (3A) und das zweite Rohr (3B) derart gestaltet sind, dass dann, wenn eines von dem ersten
Rohr (3A) und dem zweiten Rohr (3B) verwendet wird, um das Gas-Flüssigkeit-Zwei-Phasen-Fluid von außerhalb des abgedichteten Behälters (2) in den Einströmraum (11) einzuleiten, das andere verwendet wird, um
die Flüssigkeit in dem Flüssigkeitsreservoir (13) durch die Flüssigkeitsaustrittsöffnung (31 oder 32) des anderen
nach außerhalb des abgedichteten Behälters (2) abzugeben, während ein Flüssigkeitsspiegel auf einer Höhe
über der Flüssigkeitsaustrittsöffnung (31 oder 32) gebildet wird, und derart, dass sowohl die Flüssigkeitsaustrittsöffnung (31) des ersten Rohrs (3A) als auch die Flüssigkeitsaustrittsöffnung (32) des zweiten Rohrs (3B)
auf einer Höhe unterhalb des Flüssigkeitsspiegels in dem Flüssigkeitsreservoir (13) angeordnet ist,
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dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass der obere Abdeckungsabschnitt (21) ein nach oben injiziertes Gas-FlüssigkeitZwei-Phasen-Fluid verteilt und das verteilte Gas-Flüssigkeit-Zwei-Phasen-Fluid nach unten lenkt, sodass eine in
dem Gas-Flüssigkeit-Zwei-Phasen-Fluid enthaltende Flüssigkeit gegen eine Innenfläche des oberen Abdeckungsabschnitts (21) gepresst wird und das Gas-Flüssigkeit-Zwei-Phasen-Fluid in eine Zweischichtenströmung (F) umgewandelt wird, die eine Flüssigkeitsschicht (F1) und eine gasreiche Schicht (F2) umfasst;
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dass das Leitelement (5) einen Strömungskanal (15) für die Zweischichtenströmung (F) zwischen dem Leitelement (5) und der inneren Umfangsfläche des röhrenförmigen Abschnitts (22) bildet und die gasreiche Schicht
(F2) nach unten entlang einer inneren Umfangsfläche des röhrenförmigen Abschnitts (22) leitet,
dass das über das Gasaustrittsrohr (4) abgegebene Gas aus dem Entfernen einer Flüssigkeit aus der gasreichen
Schicht (F2) durch Oberflächenspannung der Flüssigkeitsschicht (F1) resultiert, und
dass sich das erste Rohr (3A) und das zweite Rohr (3B) durch den unteren Abdeckungsabschnitt (23) erstrecken.
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2.

Gas-Flüssigkeitsabscheider (1A, 1B, 1C, 1D, 1E, 1F, 1G) nach Anspruch 1, wobei das Leitelement (5) eine sich
verjüngende äußere Umfangsfläche (52) aufweist, die einen graduell nach unten zunehmenden Durchmesser aufweist und der inneren Umfangsfläche des röhrenförmigen Abschnitts (22) zugewandt ist.

3.

Gas-Flüssigkeitsabscheider (1A, 1B, 1C, 1D, 1E, 1F, 1G) nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, wobei das Leitelement (5) eine
nach unten offene behälterartige Form aufweist und ein Ende des Gasaustrittsrohrs (4) in einem von dem Leitelement
(5) umgebenen Raum angeordnet ist.

4.

Gas-Flüssigkeitsabscheider (1D) nach Anspruch 3, wobei sich das Gasaustrittsrohr (4) derart durch den röhrenförmigen Abschnitt (22) und das Leitelement (5) erstreckt, dass das Ende des Gasaustrittsrohrs (4) seitlich zu mindestens einem von dem ersten Rohr (3A) und dem zweiten Rohr (3B) hin offen ist.
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5.

Gas-Flüssigkeitsabscheider (1D) nach Anspruch 4, wobei ein Abstand von dem Ende des Gasaustrittsrohrs (4) zu
dem ersten Rohr (3A) oder dem zweiten Rohr (3B) in einer Richtung, in der das Ende des Gasaustrittsrohrs (4)
offen ist, mindestens das 0,5-Fache, aber höchstens das 1,5-Fache eines Außendurchmessers des Gasaustrittsrohrs (4) beträgt.

6.

Gas-Flüssigkeitsabscheider (1E) nach Anspruch 3, wobei sich das Gasaustrittsrohr (4) derart durch den oberen
Abdeckungsabschnitt (21) und das Leitelement (5) erstreckt, dass das Ende des Gasaustrittsrohrs (4) nach unten
offen ist.

7.

Gas-Flüssigkeitsabscheider (1C) nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 6, ferner umfassend ein Unterteilungselement
(7), das angeordnet ist, um den Einströmraum (11) in einen oberen Raum und einen unteren Raum zu unterteilen,
und welches das nach oben injizierte Gas-Flüssigkeit-Zwei-Phasen-Fluid verteilt und das verteilte Gas-FlüssigkeitZwei-Phasen-Fluid derart nach unten lenkt, dass eine in dem Gas-Flüssigkeit-Zwei-Phasen-Fluid enthaltene Flüssigkeit gegen eine Innenfläche des Unterteilungselements (7) gepresst wird und das Gas-Flüssigkeit-Zwei-PhasenFluid in eine Zweischichtenströmung (F) umgewandelt wird, die eine Flüssigkeitsschicht (F1) und eine gasreiche
Schicht (F2) umfasst, wobei
sich eines von dem ersten Rohr (3A) und dem zweiten Rohr (3B) durch das Unterteilungselement (7) erstreckt.

8.

Gas-Flüssigkeitsabscheider (1F) nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 6, ferner umfassend eine Einströmbarriere (81)
die den Einströmraum in einen Raum seitlich des ersten Rohrs (3A) und einen Raum seitlich des zweiten Rohrs
(3B) unterteilt.

9.

Gas-Flüssigkeitsabscheider (1F) nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 8, ferner umfassend eine Ausströmbarriere (82),
die das Flüssigkeitsreservoir (13) in ein Reservoir seitlich des ersten Rohrs (3A) und ein Reservoir seitlich des
zweiten Rohrs (3B) unterteilt.
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10. Gas-Flüssigkeitsabscheider (1A, 1B, 1C, 1D, 1E, 1F, 1G) nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 9, wobei das erste Rohr
(3A) und das zweite Rohr (3B) im Wesentlichen gerade sind.
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11. Gas-Flüssigkeitsabscheider (1G) nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 10, wobei
jedes von dem ersten Rohr (3A) und dem zweiten Rohr (3B) mit einem beweglichen Ventil (35) versehen ist, das
röhrenförmig ist und axial verschiebbar in das erste Rohr (3A) oder das zweite Rohr (3B) eingefügt ist, und
sich das bewegliche Ventil (35) normalerweise aufgrund der Schwerkraft in einer ersten Position befindet, um die
Flüssigkeitsaustrittsöffnung (31 oder 32) zu öffnen, und wobei das bewegliche Ventil (35), wenn das Gas-FlüssigkeitZwei-Phasen-Fluid durch das bewegliche Ventil (35) strömt, von dem Gas-Flüssigkeit-Zwei-Phasen-Fluid in eine
zweite Position angehoben wird, um die Flüssigkeitsaustrittsöffnung (31 oder 32) zu verschließen.
12. Gas-Flüssigkeitsabscheider (1B, 1C, 1D, 1E, 1F, 1G) nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 11, ferner umfassend ein
Trennelement (6), das röhrenförmig ist und unter dem Strömungskanal (15) und längs der inneren Umfangsfläche
des röhrenförmigen Abschnitts (22) angeordnet ist, und das einen Flächeninhalt der Flüssigkeitsschicht (F1) auf
dem Trennelement (6) größer als einen Flächeninhalt der Flüssigkeitsschicht (F1) auf der inneren Umfangsfläche
macht.
13. Gas-Flüssigkeitsabscheider (1B, 1C, 1D, 1E, 1G) nach Anspruch 12, wobei das Trennelement (6) ein geriffeltes
Element mit einer Vielzahl von vertikalen Nuten ist.
14. Gas-Flüssigkeitsabscheider (1B, 1C, 1D, 1E, 1F, 1G) nach Anspruch 12, wobei das Trennelement (6) ein Maschenelement ist.
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15. Kühlzyklusvorrichtung (9), umfassend:
einen Wärmepumpenkreislauf (90), umfassend: einen Kompressor (91), der ein Kältemittel verdichtet; einen
Innenwärmetauscher (93), der Wärme zwischen Raumluft und dem Kältemittel austauscht; einen ersten Expansionsmechanismus (94) und einen zweiten Expansionsmechanismus (95), die das Kältemittel expandieren;
einen Außenwärmetauscher (96), der Wärme zwischen Außenluft und dem Kältemittel austauscht; und den
Gas-Flüssigkeitsabscheider (1A, 1B, 1C, 1D, 1E, 1F, 1G) nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 14, wobei das erste
Rohr (3A) mit dem zweiten Expansionsmechanismus (95) verbunden ist und das zweite Rohr (3B) mit dem
ersten Expansionsmechanismus (94) verbunden ist;
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ein Injektionsrohr (97), welches das Gasaustrittsrohr (4) des Gas-Flüssigkeitsabscheiders (1A, 1B, 1C, 1D, 1E,
1F, 1G) und den Kompressor (91) derart verbindet, dass das Kältemittel während der Verdichtung des Kältemittels in den Kompressor (91) injiziert wird; und
eine Schalteinrichtung (92), die eine Richtung des in den Wärmepumpenkreislauf (90) strömenden Kältemittels
auf eine erste Richtung, längs der das vom Kompressor (91) abgegebene Kältemittel bei einem Heizbetrieb
zum Innenwärmetauscher (93) geleitet wird, und eine zweite Richtung schalten kann, längs der das vom Kompressor (91) abgegebene Kältemittel bei einem Kühlbetrieb zu einem Außenwärmetauscher (96) geleitet wird.
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Revendications
1.

Séparateur gaz-liquide (1A, 1B, 1C, 1D, 1E, 1F, 1G) comprenant :
un récipient étanche (2) comprend : une partie de couvercle supérieure (21) ; une partie tubulaire (22) qui
permet à la couche de liquide (F1) de s’écouler vers le bas le long d’une face périphérique interne de la partie
tubulaire (22) ; et une partie de couvercle inférieure (23) qui retient la couche de liquide (F1) pour former un
réservoir de liquide (13) ;
un élément de guidage (5) qui est disposé dans le récipient étanche pour former un espace d’entrée (11) entre
l’élément de guidage (5) et la partie de couvercle supérieure (21) ;
un premier tuyau (3A) qui s’étend à travers l’élément de guidage (5) de telle sorte qu’une extrémité du premier
tuyau s’ouvre dans l’espace d’entrée (11), et qui est pourvu d’un orifice de sortie de liquide (31) dans une partie
immergée dans le réservoir de liquide (13) ;
un second tuyau (3B) qui s’étend à travers l’élément de guidage (5) de telle sorte qu’une extrémité du second
tuyau s’ouvre dans l’espace d’entrée (11), et qui est pourvu d’un orifice de sortie de liquide (32) dans une partie
immergée dans le réservoir de liquide (13) ; et
un tuyau de sortie de gaz (4) pour évacuer, vers l’extérieur du récipient étanche (2), un gaz, le premier tuyau
(3A) et le second tuyau (3B) étant configurés de telle sorte que, lorsque l’un du premier tuyau (3A) et du second
tuyau (3B) est utilisé pour introduire le fluide diphasique gazeux-liquide dans l’espace d’entrée (11) depuis
l’extérieur du récipient étanche (2), l’autre est utilisé pour évacuer le liquide dans le réservoir de liquide (13)
vers l’extérieur du récipient étanche (2) à travers l’orifice de sortie de liquide (31 ou 32) de l’autre tout en formant
une surface de liquide à un niveau au-dessus de l’orifice de sortie de liquide (31 ou 32) et de telle sorte qu’à la
fois l’orifice de sortie de liquide (31) du premier tuyau (3A) et l’orifice de sortie de liquide (32) du second tuyau
(3B) sont situés à un niveau au-dessous de la surface de liquide dans le réservoir de liquide (13),
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caractérisé en ce que la partie de couvercle supérieure (21) disperse un fluide diphasique gazeux-liquide injecté
vers le haut et dirige vers le bas le fluide diphasique gazeux-liquide dispersé de telle sorte qu’un liquide contenu
dans le fluide diphasique gazeux-liquide est pressé contre une face interne de la partie de couvercle supérieure
(21) et le fluide diphasique gazeux-liquide est converti en un écoulement à deux couches (F) comprenant une
couche de liquide (F1) et une couche riche en gaz (F2) ;
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en ce que l’élément de guidage (5) forme un passage d’écoulement (15) pour l’écoulement à deux couches
(F) entre l’élément de guidage (5) et la face périphérique interne de la partie tubulaire (22) ; et guide la couche
riche en gaz (F2) vers le bas le long de la face périphérique interne de la partie tubulaire (22),
en ce que le gaz qui est évacué par le tuyau de sortie de gaz (4) résulte de l’élimination d’un liquide de la
couche riche en gaz (F2) par tension de surface de la couche de liquide (F1), et
en ce que le premier tuyau (3A) et le second tuyau (3B) s’étendent à travers la partie de couvercle inférieure (23).

45

2.

Séparateur gaz-liquide (1A, 1B, 1C, 1D, 1E, 1F, 1G) selon la revendication 1, dans lequel l’élément de guidage (5)
a une face périphérique externe conique (52) ayant un diamètre augmentant progressivement vers le bas et faisant
face à la face périphérique interne de la partie tubulaire (22).

3.

Séparateur gaz-liquide (1A, 1B, 1C, 1D, 1E, 1F, 1G) selon la revendication 1 ou 2, dans lequel l’élément de guidage
(5) a une forme de type récipient s’ouvrant vers le bas, et une extrémité du tuyau de sortie de gaz (4) est située
dans un espace entouré par l’élément de guidage (5).

4.

Séparateur gaz-liquide (1D) selon la revendication 3, dans lequel le tuyau de sortie de gaz (4) s’étend à travers la
partie tubulaire (22) et l’élément de guidage (5) de sorte que l’extrémité du tuyau de sortie de gaz (4) s’ouvre
latéralement vers au moins l’un du premier tuyau (3A) et du second tuyau (3B).
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5.

Séparateur gaz-liquide (1D) selon la revendication 4, dans lequel une distance à partir de l’extrémité du tuyau de
sortie de gaz (4) au premier tuyau (3A) ou au second tuyau (3B) dans une direction dans laquelle l’extrémité du
tuyau de sortie de gaz (4) s’ouvre est d’au moins 0,5 fois mais pas plus de 1,5 fois un diamètre extérieur du tuyau
de sortie de gaz (4).

6.

Séparateur gaz-liquide (1E) selon la revendication 3, dans lequel le tuyau de sortie de gaz (4) s’étend à travers la
partie de couvercle supérieure (21) et l’élément de guidage (5) de telle sorte que l’extrémité du tuyau de sortie de
gaz (4) s’ouvre vers le bas.

7.

Séparateur gaz-liquide (1C) selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 6, comprenant en outre un élément de
séparation (7) qui est disposé de façon à diviser l’espace d’entrée (11) en un espace supérieur et un espace inférieur,
et qui disperse le fluide diphasique gazeux-liquide injecté vers le haut et dirige vers le bas le fluide diphasique
gazeux-liquide dispersé de sorte qu’un liquide contenu dans le fluide diphasique gazeux-liquide est pressé contre
une face interne de l’élément de séparation (7) et le fluide diphasique gazeux-liquide est converti en un écoulement
à deux couches (F) comprenant une couche de liquide (F1) et une couche riche en gaz (F2), dans lequel
l’un du premier tuyau (3A) et du second tuyau (3B) s’étend à travers l’élément de séparation (7).

8.

Séparateur gaz-liquide (1F) selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 6, comprenant en outre une barrière
d’entrée (81) qui sépare l’espace d’entrée en un espace latéral de premier tuyau (3A) et un espace latéral de second
tuyau (3B).

9.

Séparateur gaz-liquide (1F) selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 8, comprenant en outre une barrière
d’évacuation (82) qui sépare le réservoir de liquide (13) en un réservoir latéral de premier tuyau (3A) et un réservoir
latéral de second tuyau (3B).
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10. Séparateur gaz-liquide (1A, 1B, 1C, 1D, 1E, 1F, 1G) selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 9, dans lequel
le premier tuyau (3A) et le second tuyau (3B) sont sensiblement droits.
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11. Séparateur gaz-liquide (1G) selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 10, dans lequel
chacun du premier tuyau (3A) et du second tuyau (3B) est pourvu d’une soupape mobile (35) ayant une forme
tubulaire et ajustée axialement de manière coulissante dans le premier tuyau (3A) ou le second tuyau (3B), et
la soupape mobile (35) est normalement située à une première position par gravité pour ouvrir l’orifice de sortie de
liquide (31 ou 32), et lorsque le fluide diphasique gazeux-liquide passe à travers la soupape mobile (35), la soupape
mobile (35) est soulevée par le fluide diphasique gazeux-liquide vers une seconde position pour fermer l’orifice de
sortie de liquide (31 ou 32).
12. Séparateur gaz-liquide (1B, 1C, 1D, 1E, 1F, 1G) selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 11, comprenant en
outre un élément de séparation (6) ayant une forme tubulaire et disposé au-dessous du passage d’écoulement (15)
et le long de la face périphérique interne de la partie tubulaire (22), et qui rend une zone de surface de la couche
de liquide (F1) sur l’élément de séparation (6) plus grande qu’une zone de surface de la couche de liquide (F1) sur
la face périphérique interne.
13. Séparateur gaz-liquide (1B, 1C, 1D, 1E, 1G) selon la revendication 12, dans lequel l’élément de séparation (6) est
un élément ondulé ayant une pluralité de rainures verticales.
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14. Séparateur gaz-liquide (1B, 1C, 1D, 1E, 1F, 1G) selon la revendication 12, dans lequel l’élément de séparation (6)
est un élément à maillage.
15. Appareil à cycle de réfrigération (9) comprenant :
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un circuit de pompe à chaleur (90) comprend : un compresseur (91) qui comprime un fluide frigorigène ; un
échangeur de chaleur intérieur (93) qui échange de la chaleur entre l’air intérieur et le fluide frigorigène ; un
premier mécanisme d’expansion (94) et un second mécanisme d’expansion (95) qui dilate le fluide frigorigène ;
un échangeur de chaleur extérieur (96) qui échange de la chaleur entre l’air extérieur et le fluide frigorigène ;
et le séparateur gaz-liquide (1A, 1B, 1C, 1D, 1E, 1F, 1G) selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 14
dans lequel le premier tuyau (3A) est relié au second mécanisme d’expansion (95) et le second tuyau (3B) est
relié au premier mécanisme d’expansion (94) ;
un tuyau d’injection (97) qui relie le tuyau de sortie de gaz (4) du séparateur gaz-liquide (1A, 1B, 1C, 1D, 1E,
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5

1F, 1G) et le compresseur (91) de telle sorte que le fluide frigorigène est injecté dans le compresseur (91)
pendant la compression du fluide frigorigène ; et
un moyen de commutation (92) apte à commuter une direction du fluide frigorigène s’écoulant dans le circuit
de pompe à chaleur (90) dans une première direction le long de laquelle le fluide frigorigène évacué du compresseur (91) est dirigé vers l’échangeur de chaleur intérieur (93) dans une opération de chauffage et dans une
seconde direction le long de laquelle le fluide frigorigène évacué du compresseur (91) est dirigé vers l’échangeur
de chaleur extérieur (96) dans une opération de refroidissement.
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